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Time Stream A Stream B

FRIDAY 10 June
9.00 – 10.30 OPENING SESSION: Networking breakfast

10.30 – 11.10 Welcome from EMEA Chair and International Update

11.10 – 11.30 BREAK
11.30 – 12.30 Session 2A

AGN 'Advisory Migration Methodology’ -
supporting members journey from compliance to 

advisory 

Session 2B
Addressing Psychological Safety and Mental 

Health inside Your Organization

12:30– 13.30 LUNCH

13.30 – 14.30 Social activity
14.30 – 15.30 Session 3A

Digitization tools – best practice
Session 3B

The Delicate Art of the Confident Exit

15.30– 16.00 BREAK

16.00 – 17.00
Recruitment and Staff retention

19.00 DINNER
SATURDAY 11 JUNE

08.45 – 9.00 Annual General Meeting

9.00 – 10.00 Session 4A
International referral maximization 

Session 4B
Director’s Circle

10.00 – 10.45 BREAK  

10.45 – 11.45 Session 5A
Tax residence and consequences - Surprises which 

foreigners do not expect

Session 5B
Sustainability Reporting

11.45– 12.30 Closing Keynote speaker

12.30 – 13.15
CLOSE OF CONFERENCE: Report back from sessions, Committee summaries and Handover of 

Chairmanship and announcement of next year EMEARM location

13.15 – 14.45 LUNCH WITH COMPANIONS AND FAREWELL

15.00 – 18.00
CITY TOUR (OPTIONAL)
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2 A AGN 'Advisory Migration Methodology’ - supporting members journey from compliance to advisory 

In this session we will work with members to gather their views about how their practice is changing due to the 
impact of technology. And together we will define the critical change factors that surround the consequences of 
automatization and the move towards providing clients with more advisory services.  We will reference an new 
AGN draft diagnostic tool and a draft migration methodology, but essentially we will use the time to highlight the 
most effective management action members can take now and in the future that move them along the path to 
advisory. 

2 B

Addressing Psychological Safety and Mental Health inside Your Organization
After the Covid-19 pandemic, a hybrid style of work, the war in Ukraine and the uncertainty of a global recession, 
mental health of employees is heavily impacted. Next to that, psychological safety, or being able to show and 
employ one's self without fear of negative consequences of self-image, status or career, plays a vital role in staff 
retention and employee satisfaction in 2022.

During this 60 minutes keynote, we’ll assess, identify and address mental health and psychological safety in the 
workplace.

3 A

Digitization tools – best practice
The pandemic and the change in staff needs has strongly affected the operations of firms, especially their digital 
processes. This session will showcase some of the tools used by our members which they have found useful in 
their digitilization strategy, both client and internally facing. Learn from what these members use and how this 
could be useful in your practice

3 B Session 3B
The Delicate Art of the Confident Exit
Preparing to leave a firm after many years of leadership can be bittersweet. While a tremendous amount of 
effort is spent readying the successor for transition, many firms fail to evolve the outgoing partner's role for 
maximum mutual benefit.  What path do the most satisfied outgoing partners take to smoothly exit the firm? Are 
they at risk of being seen as a leader pining desperately for their former throne? Or are they destined to fade 
into the background with a whimper? What is the one frequently overlooked role that only an experienced 
senior partner could play in the firm?  In this interactive discussion, we examine the approaches that senior 
partners can take in the succession process.

4 A Session 5A
Tax residence and consequences - Surprises which foreigners do not expect
The Taxation Task Force will share their knowledge from various countries

4 B
Sustainability Reporting
Does the new CSR directive have the potential of a "game changer" for our profession?“

5 A International referral maximization 
Some of our member firm´s will be sharing what it is they do to successfully exchange business with fellow members. 

5 B
Director’s Circle
As every year, this session is an opportunity for members to ask questions to the Board on AGN related matters
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